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TERM (SEMESTER) 1° semester

ATTENDANCE Not mandatory

EVALUATION Pass/Fail

TEACHER OFFICE HOURS POLIZZI GIOVANNI
Monday 11:00 13:00 Dipartimento Culture e Societa, Campus Unipa, Edificio 15, 

piano I, stanza 107

DOCENTE: Prof. ENRICO GIANNITRAPANI- Gruppo G1
PREREQUISITES Basic knowledge of curricular disciplines

LEARNING OUTCOMES Knowledge and understanding:
Knowledge of field and laboratory research tools and methods; knowledge of the
main applications IT in the relevant area: additional language skills; knowledge
of specific areas and problems of working context.
Ability to apply knowledge and understanding:
Ability  to  correctly  use research methods and tools  on  finds  and artifacts  or  in
the field activities, in museum environment, etc. Ability to operate in an inherent
working context the sphere of cultural heritage and cultural tourism.

ASSESSMENT METHODS final practice exercise at the end of the activity-  aims to verify and evaluate the 
degree of achievement of the learning outcomes of the course, according to the 
following grid:
level of knowledges and competences barely adequate-  sufficient
level adequate, but with failures- good
level satisfactory, with a few flaws- very good
level fully satisfactory- excellent

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES The activities could be laboratories, archaeological excavations, survey, 
practical activities (even stage), seminar lessons with an active engagement of 
the students. The students will gain competences and abilities in the use of the 
means and methods current in the fieldwork and laboratory, and/or in the main 
computer applications, foreign languages competences, or work practice.

TEACHING METHODS practice exercises, laboratory
attendance is required

SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY Gli eventuali supporti bibliografici saranno comunicati nel corso dell'attivita.
.
Papers and other bibliographic references will be specified during the activity.
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